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. Advanced Debugging Scenarios

Today’s developers may spend as much time debugging
their code as they do writing it. This is due in some part to
the nature of today’s highly dependent and distributed
applications. These applications are built to leverage existing functionality, frameworks, building blocks, libraries, and
so on. In addition, they often communicate with other
applications, services, components, databases, and even
data exchanges. Developers also demand more assistance
from their debugger to help increase their productivity. The
Visual Studio 2008 debugger addresses these needs by offering some great debugging scenarios. Some highlights
include the following:
. Breakpoint and tracepoint management
. Visualizers and debugger DataTips
. Edit and Continue for both VB and C# developers
. Just-my-code debugging
. The Exception Assistant
. Debugging support at design time
. Client-side script debugging
. Support for debugging WCF applications
. Debugging support for LINQ
. Remote debugging
We will cover all of these features and more in this chapter.
Of course, if you are just getting started with .NET, more
than just this list is new to you. The Visual Studio debugger
has been evolving since the first release of .NET, which
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provided a unified debugger with the capability to debug across languages. In this chapter,
we will start by covering the basics of debugging an application. We will then discuss the
Visual Studio 2008 debugger in depth.

Debugging Basics
A typical scenario for a developer is to start building a screen or form and build up the
code that surrounds it. In addition, the developer may rely on a framework or a few building blocks that provide added functionality. The application may also communicate with
a services layer and most often a database. Even the most typical applications have a lot of
moving parts. These moving parts make the task of finding and eliminating errors in the
code all the more complex. The tools that help you track down and purge errors from
your code not only have to keep up with this complexity, but also must ease the effort
involved with the debugging process. In the following sections, we will cover how a developer would use the tools built into Visual Studio 2008 to debug a typical development
scenario.

The Scenario
We want to define an application scenario that we can use both to introduce the basics of
debugging and to function as a base for us to build on throughout the chapter when
demonstrating the many features of the debugging tools. In this scenario, imagine you are
writing a web page that allows customers to view and edit their profiles. This page will
offer new functionality to a larger, existing application. The following are some of the
conditions that surround this application scenario:
. The customers’ profiles are stored in a SQL 2005 database.
. A data access library abstracts all access to the database.
. A web service exists to provide the customers’ profile information.
Your task is to write a page using the web service to return profile information for
customers. The page should display customer profile information and allow a user to edit
this data. You will also need to write changes to a customer profile back to the database
using the data access library. The application you will be debugging in this scenario is
written in C#. However, the debugging tools in Visual Studio are equally applicable to
both C# and Visual Basic. That is, everything we discuss here applies to both languages
unless specified otherwise.

The Many Phases of Debugging
Nearly every time developers open the IDE, they are in some way debugging their code.
The line between debugging and writing code, in fact, is becoming more and more
blurred. For example, the code editor helps eliminate errors in your code as you write it.
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It highlights items where errors are present and allows you to fix them. You are then both
writing and debugging simultaneously.

. Coding—The editor helps you by pointing out issues and possible resolutions.
. Compiling—The compiler checks your code and reports errors before continuing.
. Self-checking—You run the application in debug mode and step through screens
and code to verify functionality.
. Unit testing—You write and run unit tests to check your application.
. Code analysis—You run the Static Code Analyzer to verify that your application
meets project standards.
. Code review—Your code is reviewed by a peer or an architect and issues are logged
accordingly.
. Responding to bug—When a bug has been logged against the code, you must recreate and debug a specific scenario.
In this chapter, we will concentrate on two of these phases: self-checking and responding
to bugs. These are the two phases in which developers will get the most use of the debugging tools built into Visual Studio. We will therefore assume that the code is written and
compiles. Let’s start by looking at how to self-check the code.

NOTE
Code reviews are another important tool for debugging your application. They help
ensure that you are meeting standards and refactoring out things like duplicate code.
The Visual Studio Static Code Analyzer can help. This tool is covered in Chapter 26,
“Development Edition.”

Debugging the Application (Self-Checking)
In this scenario, you have just started writing a web page to edit a customer’s profile.
Assume that you’ve laid out the page, connected to the profile web service, and written
the code to save a user’s profile to the database. You now need to start self-checking your
work to make sure that everything operates as you expect.

10

In addition, the compiler acts as another debugging tool. The first time you click the
Run button, the compiler checks your code and reports a list of errors for you to fix
before continuing. This is debugging. The steps or phases of the debugging process
include the following:
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The first step is to start your application in debug mode. This will allow you to break into
your code if an error occurs. In development, this is typically your default setting. You first
invoke debug mode by clicking the Run button (the green arrow on either the Standard or
the Debug toolbar). Figure 10.1 shows the sample application about to be run in debug
mode for the first time. Notice the cursor hovering over the Run button.

FIGURE 10.1 Starting the debugger.

Enabling Debugging on a Website
This example is a web application. As such, it requires you to set up debugging on serverside code whose errors and information are output to a remote client. Of course, in the
vast majority of cases, developers code and debug on a single development machine.
However, sometimes you may have to debug a process on a test server.
In either case, you have to enable debugging through a setting in the configuration file
(web.config) for your application. Visual Studio will prompt you to enable debugging
when you first press the Run button. Figure 10.2 shows this prompt. Clicking the OK
button adds the configuration file to the application and starts the debugging session.
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FIGURE 10.2 Allowing Visual Studio to enable debugging.

NOTE
It is important that you turn off debugging in your config file before deploying your web
application to production. Having debugging enabled in a production environment is a
security risk. With debugging enabled, ASP.NET writes the details of your errors to a
web page. These details provide valuable clues to would-be hackers about how your
application is put together. In some instances, the error could include user credentials
that are being used to access secured resources.

To turn off debug mode, you must edit the web configuration file. Specifically, you edit
the Compilation element under the system.web node. You set debug equal to false (as in
off). The following is an example of the XML with debug mode turned on:
<system.web>
<compilation debug=”true”/>
...
</system.web>

Starting in Debug Mode
The most typical scenario for starting a debug session is just clicking the Run button on
the toolbar. This works with all application types including Windows and ASP.NET. This
action instructs Visual Studio to compile the application and bring up the initial form or
page.
Applications can also be started without debugging; this includes both Windows and
ASP.NET applications. This capability is useful if you intend to attach to a running process
or simply want to walk through an application as a user might see it (without breaking
into the IDE). You use the Debug menu, Start Without Debugging option to start your
application without attaching it to the Visual Studio Debugger. Figure 10.3 shows an
example of invoking this action.
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You can also start by stepping into code, line by line. This approach is useful if you want
to see all of your code as it executes (rather than just errors). You might desire this if
you are getting some unexpected behavior. Stepping line by line gives you an exact
understanding of what is going on with your code (rather than just your assumed
understanding).

FIGURE 10.3 Starting an application without debugging.
Stepping into code on a web form is typically done by first opening the main source. You
then right-click and select the Run to Cursor option from the shortcut menu. Figure 10.4
shows an example. This command tells Visual Studio to run the application until it gets to
this point. At that time, the IDE will open into debug mode, where you can step through
each line of code (or continue, and so on).
Breaking on an Error
Not everything you find in debug mode is an error that results in a break in the code.
Often, issues arise just because you’re looking at the behavior of the application. For
example, a control could be out of place, the tab order could be wrong, and so on. For
these items, you still have to rely on your eyes. The debugging tools in Visual Studio help
you respond to hard errors in your code.
By default, when unhandled exceptions occur in your code, the debugger will break execution and bring up the IDE with the offending code highlighted. The key in that sentence
is “unhandled exceptions.” They represent places in your code where you do not have
try-catch blocks to manage an exception. This is typically a good default setting.
However, you often need to see handled exceptions as well.
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FIGURE 10.4 After selecting Run to Cursor, you can start debugging.
Fortunately, the errors that result in a break in the IDE are a configurable set. For example,
you may handle a specific exception in your code and not want to be dumped to the IDE
every time it occurs. Rather, you want to be notified only of those especially exceptional
conditions. The Exceptions dialog box allows you to manage the set of exceptions you’re
concerned with. You access this dialog box by choosing Debug, Exceptions (or pressing
Ctrl+D, E in C# or Ctrl+Alt+E in VB). Figure 10.5 shows the dialog box.
In the Exceptions dialog box, the various exceptions are categorized by namespace for
easy access (there is also a Find feature). The two columns of check boxes are of primary
interest: one for Thrown and one for User-unhandled. Notice that, by default, the setting
for all exceptions in the .NET Framework is User-unhandled. This indicates that the
debugger should break execution only when a given exception is thrown and it is not
handled by your code.
Adding Thrown to the mix will tell the debugger to break execution even if you have code
to handle a given exception. The debugger will react by breaking on the line of the exception, before your handler is called. If you intend to use this option, you should consider
simply setting it at the category level. For example, you might toggle Thrown for the
entire category Common Language Runtime Exceptions. Setting up more granularity is
certainly possible. However, doing so often results in more confusion as the debugger
breaks in different places depending on the given exception thrown.
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FIGURE 10.5 Determining where Visual Studio breaks.
Debugging an Error
The first step in debugging your application is to click the Run button. Your application is
then running in debug mode. As it happens, the sample application we discussed in our
scenario throws an exception upon its initial startup. The debugger responds by breaking
into the code and showing the offending line. Figure 10.6 shows a typical view of the
editor when it breaks on an error.
There are a few items to point out about the standard debug session shown in Figure 10.6.
First, Visual Studio has highlighted the line on which the error was thrown. You can see
this clearly by the arrow and the highlighted text.
Next, notice the window in the upper right of the image. This is the Exception Assistant.
It provides details on the exception and offers tips for troubleshooting and fixing the
given issue. From this window, you can access a few actions, including searching online
help for more information on the exception.
At the bottom of the screen are a few additional helpful windows. The Locals window on
the left automatically shows the value assigned to all local variables in the code where the
exception was thrown. This gives you easy access to key information that might be
contributing to the issue. Notice that to the right of this window is an inactive tab called
Watch 1 (bottom of screen). This is a watch window; it keeps track of any custom watch
scenarios you set up (more on this later).
The window on the bottom right of the screen is the Call Stack. It shows the order in
which various components of an application were called. You can look at the Call Stack to
find out how you got to where you are. You can also use it to navigate to any code referenced in the stack. Finally, the inactive tab next to this gives you access to the Immediate
Window. The Immediate Window allows you to type in code commands and get the
results in the editor (more on this to come).
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FIGURE 10.6 The debugger breaking on execution.
Debugging Different Processes After you examine your error, you can see that it is being
thrown inside the web service process. The code called by the web service is being run in a
separate process from that of the startup application (the web user interface). When you
debug an application, you debug (or shadow) a running process such as an executable
(.exe). Visual Studio, by default, considers the startup application’s process as the primary
process being debugged.
To debug code that is running in a different process (such as the web service process), you
must both have the source code and be attached to the executing process (running a
debug build). If all the code for a given application is in a single solution, Visual Studio
will automatically attach to each process. In our example, this includes both the web user
interface process and the web service process. Therefore, in this case, you do not need to
manually attach to another process. This is new to Visual Studio 2008.
The debugger will not, however, automatically break into the IDE on errors raised outside
of the startup process. Instead, it will respect breakpoints you set inside code executing in
other processes. If an error is thrown in a separate process (and no related breakpoints
exist in that process), the debugger will break into the IDE inside the process that called
into the process that threw the error. Therefore, in our example from Figure 10.6, you see
that the error is in code contained in a library that is called by the web service. The web
service is contained in a separate web server process from that of the executing startup
application (web user interface). To debug this error, then, you need to set a breakpoint in
the web service or near the referenced code.
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NOTE
Recall that you need to enable debugging for web applications using the configuration
file (web.config). This holds true for web service applications as well. Refer to Figure
10.2 for details.

Sometimes you will need to manually attach to an already running process. You might
want to attach the IDE to a running web server, or you may have a service application to
which you want to bind debugging. Whatever the scenario, Visual Studio allows you to
attach to the process and begin a debug session. To attach to a running process, like a web
server, you choose the Attach to Process option from the Debug menu. This brings up the
dialog box shown in Figure 10.7.
In Figure 10.7, notice that any currently attached processes are grayed out. This is a visual
indicator that you are already attached to a given process. To connect the Visual Studio
debugger to this process, you simply highlight it and click the Attach button. You are now
debugging both processes and can therefore set a breakpoint in the related code where an
error might be occurring.

FIGURE 10.7 Attaching debugging to a running process.
Setting a Breakpoint To get the debugger to break into your code when it reaches a
specific line, you set a breakpoint on that line. You do so by clicking on the indicator bar
for the given line. Alternatively, you can right-click on the line and choose Insert
Breakpoint from the Breakpoint context menu. In the example, the error may be
coming from the code that gets the customer data from the database. Therefore, you need
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to navigate to the DataAccess project, open the DAL.cs file, and set a breakpoint, as
shown in Figure 10.8.

10

FIGURE 10.8 Setting a breakpoint.
Continuing the Debugging After you’ve navigated off the executing code during a debug
session, it can often be hard to find your way back. The line that was executing could be
buried in any one of the open code windows. Thankfully, you can use the Show Next
Statement button (yellow arrow icon) on the Debug toolbar to take you back. This will
return you to the line that was executing when the debugger broke.
In the example, rerun the call to the web service so that you can now hit your breakpoint
and step through the code. To do so, you must move the current execution point in the
code. You can accomplish this by right-clicking the line where you want execution to start
(or rerun) and selecting Set Next Statement from the context menu. Figure 10.9 shows this
menu option.
Now that you have backed up the execution point, you are ready to continue the debugging. You can do this by clicking the Run button again. This is essentially indicating that
you are done with the break and want to continue execution.
Stepping to Find the Error In the example, the debugger will break execution as soon as it
hits the breakpoint in the web service process. This will allow you to step through the
code. To step line by line through the code, you can click the Step Into button on the
Debug toolbar (or press the F11 function key). This will execute the code one line at a
time, allowing you to view both execution flow and the state of the application as code
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executes. Doing so with the example allows you to see the error. It seems that an instance
of the DataSet object was not set prior to trying to fill it with data.

FIGURE 10.9 The Set Next Statement option.
In most scenarios, you can make this fix during the debug session and continue stepping
through or running the code. Unfortunately, in this example you cannot make the change
while debugging. You cannot invoke Edit and Continue when the debugger is attached to
another process (whether attachment was automatic or manual). Figure 10.10 shows the
message you get when you try.

FIGURE 10.10 An Edit and Continue error with an attached process.
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To continue through self-checking, you would next restart the debugging process.
However, before this, you may want to clear the breakpoint you set. To do so, select the
Breakpoints toolbar item from the Debug toolbar. This brings up the Breakpoints window,
as shown in Figure 10.11. From this window, you can view all breakpoints in the application. Here, you select and clear the breakpoint by clicking the Delete button from the
toolbar on the Breakpoints pane. Finally, you click the Run button to continue the debug,
self-check session.

FIGURE 10.11 The Breakpoints window.

Debugging Basics Summary
This scenario walked through the many phases of debugging a simple error. This example
was meant to introduce the basics of doing debugging in Visual Studio 2008. If you are
familiar with prior IDE versions, you probably noticed a lot of similarities. Walking
through the scenario demonstrated the many tools inside the debugging environment,
including the Debug toolbar and menu, the Breakpoints window, the watch window, and
so on. Now that you have a grasp of the basics, in the next section we intend to explore
these debug elements in greater detail.

10

So instead of using Edit and Continue, you can bookmark the line where you want to
make the change using the Text Editor toolbar. You then click the Stop button on the
Debug toolbar to stop the debug session. The code change can now be made.
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The Visual Studio Debugger
The debugger built into Visual Studio 2008 is one of the largest and most complex tools in the
IDE. With such a large feature-set area, we cannot cover every scenario you will encounter.
However, we hope to expose the most commonly applicable features in this section. We will
continue to work with the customer profile scenario for our previous example.

The Debug Menu and Toolbar
The Debug menu and its related toolbar provide your first-level access to starting debug
sessions, stepping into code, managing breakpoints, and accessing the many features of
debugging with Visual Studio. There are two states to the debug menu: at rest (or inactive)
and in debug mode. Figure 10.12 shows the menu in the at-rest state.

FIGURE 10.12 The Debug menu at rest.
In the at-rest state, the Debug menu provides features to start a debug session, attach code
to a running process, or access some of the many debug windows. Table 10.1 lists all the
features available from the Debug menu at rest.
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TABLE 10.1 Debug Menu Items at Rest
Description

Windows, Breakpoints

Opens the Breakpoints window in the IDE. This window provides
access to all the breakpoints in the option solution.

Windows, Output

Shows the Output window in the IDE. The Output window is a
running log of the many messages that are emitted by the IDE,
the compiler, and the debugger. Therefore, the information transcends just debug sessions.

Windows, Immediate

Opens the Immediate window in the IDE. This window allows
you to execute commands. For example, during application
design, you can call your methods directly from the Immediate
window. This will start the application and enter directly into a
debug session.

Start Debugging

Starts your application in debug mode.

Start Without Debugging

Starts your application without connecting the debugger to the
executing process. In this mode, the developer sees what users
would see (instead of breaking into the IDE for errors and
breakpoints).

Attach to Process

Allows you to attach the debugger (and your code) to a running
process (executable). If, for example, you started the application without debugging, you could then attach to that running
process and begin debugging.

Exceptions

Opens the Exceptions option dialog box. This dialog box allows
you to choose how the debugger breaks on any given exception.

Step Into

Starts the application in debug mode. For most projects, clicking the Step Into command invokes the debugger on the first
executing line of the application. In this way, you can step into
the application from the first line.

Step Over

When not in a debug session, the Step Over command simply
starts the application the same way clicking the Run button would.

Toggle Breakpoint

Toggles the breakpoint on or off for the current, active line of
code in a text editor. The option is inactive if you do not have a
code window active in the IDE.

New Breakpoint, Break
at Function

Brings up the New Breakpoint dialog box. This dialog box allows
you to indicate a function name to define for which to create a
breakpoint. This can be useful if you know a function’s name
but do not want to search your code files for it.

New Breakpoint, New
Data Breakpoint

This option is available only for native, C++ applications. It
allows you to define a breakpoint that breaks into the IDE when
a value in a specific memory location changes.

Delete All Breakpoints

Removes all breakpoints from your solution.

Disable All Breakpoints

Disables (without removing) all the breakpoints in your solution.

10
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When the debugger is engaged and you are working through a debug session, the state of
the Debug menu changes. It now provides several additional options over those provided
by the at-rest state. These options include those designed to move through the code,
restart the session, and access even more debug-related windows. Figure 10.13 shows the
Debug menu during a debug session.

FIGURE 10.13 The Debug menu during a debug session.

Let’s look at the many options provided by the Debug menu during a debug session. Table
10.2 presents the many items available from the debug menu in this state. When reading
through the table, refer to the preceding figures to get context on any given item.
The Debug Toolbar
The Debug toolbar provides quick access to some of the key items available on the Debug
menu. From here, you can manage your debug session. For example, you can start or
continue a debug session, stop an executing session, step through lines of code, and
so on.
Figure 10.14 presents the Debug toolbar during an active debug session. In design mode,
the Continue button would read Start Debugging, and a number of these items would be
disabled. We have added callouts for each item on the toolbar. You can cross-reference
these callouts back to Table 10.2 for further information.
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TABLE 10.2 Debug Menu Items for an Active Debug Session
Description

Windows, Breakpoints

Allows you to open the Breakpoints window during a debug
session.

Windows, Output

Opens the Output window during an active debug session in
order to read output messages emitted by the compiler and
debugger.

Windows, Watch

Opens one of many possible watch windows in the IDE. Watch
windows represent items and expressions you are keeping a
close eye on through a debug session.

Windows, Autos

Opens the Autos window. This window shows variables (and their
value) in the current line of code and the preceding line of code.

Windows, Locals

Opens the Locals window in the IDE. This window shows variables in the local scope (function).

Windows, Immediate

Opens the Immediate window where you can execute a
command.

Windows, Call Stack

Shows the list of functions that are on the stack. Also indicates
the current stack frame (function). This selected item is what
defines the content from the Locals, watch, and Autos windows.

Windows, Threads

Shows the Threads window in the IDE. From here, you can view
and control the threads in the application you are debugging.

Windows, Modules

Shows the Modules window in the IDE. This window lists the
DLLs and EXEs used by your application.

Windows, Processes

Shows the Processes window in the IDE. This window lists the
processes to which the debug session is attached.

Windows, Memory

Opens the Memory window for a view at the memory used by
your application. This is valid only when address-level debugging
is enabled from the Options dialog box.

Windows, Disassembly

Opens the Disassembly window. This window shows the assembly code corresponding to the compiler instructions. This is valid
only when address-level debugging is enabled from the Options
dialog box.

Windows, Registers

Opens the Registers window so that you can see register values
change as you step through code. This is valid only when
address-level debugging is enabled from the Options dialog box.

Continue

Continues executing the application once broken into the IDE.
The application continues running on the active line of code (the
breakpoint, a line that threw an error, or a line set using Set Next
Statement).

10
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TABLE 10.2 Continued
Menu Item

Description

Break All

Allows you to break the application into the debugger manually
(without having to hit a breakpoint) during a debug session. The
application will break on the next line that executes. This capability is useful to gain access to the debug information such as
watch windows. It can also be used to gain access to the debug
session when your application appears to have hung.

Stop Debugging

Terminates the debugging session. It also terminates the
process you are debugging, provided that the process was
started by Visual Studio.

Detach All

Detaches the debugger from the executing process. This allows
your application to continue running after the debugger is
through with it.

Terminate All

Stops debugging and terminates all processes to which you are
attached.

Restart

Stops the debugging session and restarts it. Similar to clicking
both Stop Debugging and Start Debugging in sequence.

Attach to Process

Allows you to attach the active debug session to one or more
additional processes such as an executing web server or a
Windows service.

Exceptions

Brings up the Exceptions dialog, which allows you to manage
how the IDE breaks on specific exception types in the .NET
Framework and other libraries.

Step Into

Step Into advances the debugger a line. If you choose to “step
into” a function, the debugger will do so line by line.

Step Over

Functions the same as Step Into with one major difference: If
you choose to “step over” a function, the line calling the function
will be executed (along with the function), and the debugger will
set the next line after the function call as the next line to be
debugged.

Step Out

Tells the debugger to execute the current function and then
break back into debugging after the function has finished. This
capability is useful if you step into a function but then want to
have that function just execute and yet return you to debug
mode when it is complete.

QuickWatch

Brings up the QuickWatch window when the debugger is in break
mode. The QuickWatch window shows one variable or expression
you are watching and its value.

Toggle Breakpoint

Turns an active breakpoint on or off.

New Breakpoint

Brings up the New Breakpoint dialog box (see Table 10.1 for
more information).

Delete All Breakpoints

Deletes all breakpoints in your solution.
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TABLE 10.2 Continued
Description

Disable All Breakpoints

Disables breakpoints in the solution without deleting them. You
can also disable individual breakpoints. This capability is very
useful if you want to keep the breakpoints around for later but
simply don’t want to hit that one at the moment.

Enable All Breakpoints

Enables all breakpoints that have been disabled due to a call to
Disable All Breakpoints.

NOTE
In Figure 10.14, the Breakpoints window icon on the right of the figure with the callout
“Debug Windows” actually is a drop-down menu. This menu provides access to the
many debug windows that are available to developers. See Figure 10.13 for a sample
of the menus you can access from this toolbar item.

Restart
Step Out
Break All
Step Into Show Threads

Debug Windows

Continue
Stop Debugging

Show Next
Statement

Show Hexadecimal Values

Step Over

FIGURE 10.14 The Debug toolbar during break mode.

Debug Options
You can control the many debugging options in Visual Studio through the Options dialog
box. The Debugging node on the options tree provides access to these debugging switches.
Figure 10.15 shows the general debugging settings in the Options dialog (Tools, Options).
The general settings list provides access to turn on and off many debugging options. These
options include all the following:
. Turn on and off breakpoint filters
. Enable or disable the warning dialog box associated with clearing all breakpoints
. Turn on or off the Exception Assistant
. Enable or disable just-my-code debugging

10
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. Require source code to exactly match that being debugged (or not)
. And many more
We will cover the features behind these options throughout the chapter.

FIGURE 10.15 The Debug Options dialog box.
The options dialog provides access to even more debug-related settings. For instance, you
can control how Edit and Continue works (you can also turn off this feature). There are
settings for which type of code (Managed, Native, Script) is enabled for just-in-time debugging. You also have the option for using additional debug symbol files (.pdb and .dbg).
These files can be helpful if you do not have the source code associated with a particular
library you need to debug, such as Windows source or a third-party component.
These many options help you customize your debug experience. However, as we debug
code in this chapter, we are assuming the default options for the debugger.

Stepping In, Out, and Over Code
Probably the most common debug operation for developers is stepping through their code
line by line and examining the data emitted by the application and the debugger. Code
stepping is just that, examining a line, executing the line, and examining the results (and
then repeating the process over and over). Because this is such a dominant activity,
becoming efficient with the step operations in Visual Studio is important for maximizing
the use of your time during a debug session. Here, we will cover each of the stepping
options and provide examples accordingly.
Beginning a Debug Session (Stepping into Code)
The Step Into command is available from the Debug menu and toolbar (you can also press
F11 as a shortcut). There are two behaviors commonly associated with this one command.
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FIGURE 10.16 Using Step Into to start an application.

NOTE
For web applications, using Step Into or Step Over does not work the same. Instead,
your application simply runs in debug mode in the case of websites. The debugger
does not break on the first line of your application. To do this, you must set a breakpoint or choose the Run to Cursor option (see the following section).

A call to the Step Over command (Debug menu, toolbar, or F10) while your application is
at rest will result in the same behavior as Step Into. That is, your application (provided it
is not a website) will be compiled and started in a debug session on the first line of code.
Run to Cursor One of the more handy (and overlooked) features of the debug toolset is
Run to Cursor. This feature works the way it sounds. You set your cursor position on some
code and invoke the command. The application is compiled and run until it hits the line

10

The first is related to when you invoke the command for an application that is not
currently running in debug mode. In this case, the application will be compiled and
started, and the first line will be presented to you in the debug window for stepping
purposes. This is, in essence, stepping into your application. Figure 10.16 shows a
Windows form application in debug mode as the result of a call to Step Into.
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of code where your cursor is placed. At this point, the debugger breaks the application and
presents the line of code for you to step through. This capability is especially handy
because this is how many developers work. They are looking at a specific line (or lines) of
code and want to debug this line. They do not need to start from the first line and often
do not want to be bothered with breakpoints. The Run to Cursor feature is therefore an
efficient means to get the debugger on the same page as you. Figure 10.17 shows this
feature being invoked from the context menu.

FIGURE 10.17 Invoking the Run to Cursor command.
Run to Cursor works even if the user is required to activate some portion of the code prior
to the code’s reaching the cursor position. In this way, it really is an invisible, temporary
breakpoint. For instance, consider an example in which users are presented with a default
web page. From here, they can select to edit their profile as an option. If you set the Run
to Cursor command on a line inside the edit profile screen, the debugger will still execute
the application and wait until the user (tester or developer) invokes the given line of code.
Start Debugging You can also start your debug session by selecting the Start Debugging
option (green “play” arrow) from the Debug menu or toolbar (or F5). This starts a debug
session but does not break into code unless an exception occurs or a breakpoint is encountered. This is a common operation for developers testing their code without wanting to
walk through it or those who use a lot of breakpoints.
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Walking Through Your Code
During a debug session, you have basically three options for moving through your code.
You can step into a line or function, step over a given function, or step out of a function.
Let’s look at each option.
Step Into The Step Into command (F11 for C# and F8 for VB) allows you to progress
through your code one line at a time. Invoking this command will execute the current
line of code and position your cursor on the next line to be executed. The important
distinction between stepping into and other similar commands is how Step Into handles
lines of code that contain method calls. If you are positioned on a line of code that calls
into another method in your solution, calling Step Into will take you to the first line
inside that method (provided you have the appropriate debug symbols loaded).
As an example, look at Figure 10.18. It shows an example of a web service making a call to
a data access library’s method named ReturnDataTable. In this case, both projects are
loaded in the solution; thus, you have access to their debug symbols. Therefore, a call to
Step Into will result in your stepping into the first line of ReturnDataTable.

FIGURE 10.18 Stepping into a line of code.

10

Break All If your application is running and you want to enter break mode, you can do so at
any time by invoking the Break All command from the Debug menu or toolbar (or
Ctrl+Alt+Break). The Break All feature is represented by the pause icon on the toolbar. Clicking
this button stops your application on the next executing line and allows you to interrogate the
debugger for information. The Break All command is especially useful if you need to break into
a long-running process or a loop that seems to have stalled your application.
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Figure 10.19 shows stepping into this method. Notice that you are now positioned to step
line by line through the method. Of course, when you reach the end of this method, the
debugger will return you to the next line in the calling function (line 30 in the web
service depicted in Figure 10.18).

FIGURE 10.19 The results of stepping into a function.
Step Over The Step Over command (F10 for C# and Shift+F8 for VB) allows you to
maintain focus on the current procedure without stepping into any methods called by it.
That is, calling Step Over will execute line by line but will not take you into any function
calls, constructors, or property calls.
As an example, consider Figure 10.18. Here, the debugger is positioned on the call to
ReturnDataTable. If you called the Step Over command, the ReturnDataTable function
would execute without your stepping through it. Instead, the next line to execute in step
mode would be the line following the call to ReturnDataTable (line 30). Of course, any
exception thrown by the function you step over will result in the debugger breaking into
your code (and the function) as normal.
Step Out The Step Out command (Shift+F11 and Ctrl+Shift+F8 for VB) is another useful
tool. It allows you to tell the debugger to finish executing the current method you are
debugging but return to break mode as soon as it is finished. This is a great tool when you
get stuck in a long method you wished you had stepped over. In addition, you may step
into a given function only to debug a portion of it and then want to step out.
As an example, refer again to Figure 10.19. Recall that you stepped into this method from
the code in Figure 10.18. Suppose that you start stepping through a couple of lines of
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Continuing Execution
When you are in a debug session, the Start Debugging (or Run) command changes to
Continue. The Continue command is available when you are paused on a given line of
code in the debugger. It enables you to let the application continue to run on its own
without stepping through each line. For example, suppose you walked through the lines
of code you wanted to see, and now you want to continue checking your application
from a user’s perspective. Using Continue, you tell the application and debugger to keep
running until either an exception occurs or a breakpoint is hit.
Ending a Debug Session
You can end your debug session in few ways. One common method is to kill the currently
executing application. This might be done by closing the browser window for a web application or clicking the Close (or ×) button of a Windows application. Calls in your code
that terminate your application will also end a debug session.
There are also a couple of options available to you from the Debug window. The
Terminate All command kills all processes that the debugger is attached to and ends the
debug session. There is also the Detach All option. Figure 10.20 shows both options in the
toolbar. Detach All simply detaches the debugger from all running processes without
terminating them. This capability can be useful if you’ve temporarily attached to a
running process, debugged it, and want to leave it running.

FIGURE 10.20 Detaching from a process.

10

code. After you take a look and verify that a connection is made to the database, you
simply want to have the function complete and return to debugging back in the calling
function (line 30 of Figure 10.18). To do so, you simply invoke Step Out.
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Indicating When to Break into Code
You control the debugger through breakpoints and tracepoints. With these, you can tell
the debugger when you are interested in breaking into code or receiving information
about your application. Breakpoints allow you to indicate when the debugger should stop
on a specific line in your code. Tracepoints were first introduced in Visual Studio 2005.
They are a type of breakpoint that allows you to perform an action when a given line of
your code is reached. This typically involves emitting data about your application to the
output window. Mastering the use of breakpoints will reduce the time it takes to zero in
on and fix issues with your code.
Setting a Breakpoint
The most common method of setting a breakpoint is to first find the line of code on
which you want the debugger to stop. You then click in the code editor’s indicator margin
for the given line of code. Doing so will place a red circle in the indicator margin and
highlight the line of code as red. Of course, these are the default colors; you can change
the look of breakpoints in the Tools, Options dialog box under the Environment node,
Fonts and Colors.
There are a few additional ways to set breakpoints. For instance, you can right-click a
given line of code and choose Insert Breakpoint from the Breakpoint context menu. You
can also choose New Breakpoint from the Debug menu (or press Ctrl+D, N in C# or Ctrl+B
in VB). This option brings up the New Breakpoint dialog box in which you can set a function breakpoint.
Setting a Function Breakpoint A function breakpoint is just a breakpoint that is set
through the New Breakpoint dialog box. It is called a function breakpoint because it is typically set at the beginning of the function (but does not need to be). From the New
Breakpoint dialog box, you can manually set the function on which you want to break,
the line of code in the function, and even the character on the line.
If your cursor is on a function or on a call to a function when you invoke this dialog box,
the name of the function will automatically be placed in the dialog box. You can also type
a function name in the dialog box. Figure 10.21 shows the New Breakpoint dialog box in
action. Notice that you can manually set the line and even the character on the line where
the breakpoint should be placed.

NOTE
If you specify an overloaded function in the New Breakpoint dialog box, you must specify
the actual function on which you want to break. You do so by indicating the correct parameter types for the given overload. For example, the current LoadCustomer takes a customer
ID as an int. If you had an overload that also looked up a customer by name (as a string),
you would indicate this overload in the Function field as LoadCustomer(string).
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FIGURE 10.21 The New Breakpoint dialog box.
Recognizing the Many Breakpoints of Visual Studio
Visual Studio 2008 has a number of breakpoint icons. These icons allow you to easily
recognize the type of breakpoint associated with a given line of code. For instance, a
round, filled circle is a common breakpoint, whereas a round, hollow circle represents a
common breakpoint that has been disabled. We’ve provided Table 10.3 for reference
purposes. It shows some of the more common icons associated with breakpoints and
presents a description of each.
Working with the Breakpoints Window
The Breakpoints window in Visual Studio provides a convenient way to organize and
manage the many conditions on which you intend to break into the debugger. You access
this window from the Debug menu or toolbar (or by pressing Ctrl+D, B in C# or
Ctrl+Alt+B in VB). Figure 10.22 shows the Breakpoints window inside Visual Studio.
The Breakpoints Window Toolbar The Breakpoints window has its own toolbar that allows
you to manage the breakpoints in the window. The commands available from the toolbar
are described in detail in Table 10.4.
Managing Each Individual Breakpoint The Breakpoints window also gives you access to
each individual breakpoint. It serves as a launching point for setting the many options
associated with a breakpoint. For example, you can disable a single breakpoint by toggling
the check box associated with the breakpoint in the list. In addition, you can set the
many properties and conditions associated with a breakpoint. Figure 10.23 shows both a
disabled tracepoint and the context menu associated with an individual breakpoint.
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TABLE 10.3 The Breakpoint Icons
Icon

Description
This icon indicates a standard, enabled breakpoint. When the debugger encounters this
line of code, it will stop the application and break into debug mode.
This icon indicates a standard tracepoint. When the debugger hits this line of code, it
will perform the action associated with the tracepoint.
The plus icon inside the breakpoint indicates an advanced breakpoint that contains a
condition, hit count, or filter.
The plus icon inside the tracepoint indicates an advanced tracepoint that contains a
condition, hit count, or filter.
An empty or hollow breakpoint indicates a disabled breakpoint. The breakpoint is still
associated with the line of code. However, the debugger will not recognize the disabled
breakpoint until it has been reenabled.
Hollow icons are associated with types of breakpoint icons such as tracepoints,
advanced items, and even breakpoint errors and warnings. In all conditions, the
hollow icon indicates that the item is disabled.
Represents a breakpoint warning indicating that a breakpoint cannot be set due to a
temporary condition. This can be the result of debugging not being enabled for a
website or debug symbols not being loaded. These icons are set by Visual Studio.
Represents a tracepoint warning (see preceding description).

FIGURE 10.22 The Breakpoints window.
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TABLE 10.4 The Breakpoints Window Toolbar
Description
Brings up the new Breakpoints window, allowing you to set a breakpoint at a
function.
Allows you to delete the selected breakpoint in the list.
Deletes all breakpoints in the window.
Toggles all breakpoints as either on or off. If even one breakpoint in the list
is enabled, clicking this icon the first time will disable it (and all others that
are enabled). Clicking it a second time (or when all breakpoints are
disabled) will enable all breakpoints.
Allows you to go to the source code associated with the selected
breakpoint.
Allows you to go to the disassembly information associated with the
selected breakpoint.
Allows you to choose which columns you want to view in the Breakpoints
window. Each column provides information about a given breakpoint. For
example, you can see information on the condition associated with each
breakpoint, the filename, the function, the filter, the process, and so on.

FIGURE 10.23 Managing an individual breakpoint.
Notice that from this context menu, you can delete the breakpoint and navigate to its
related source code. More important, however, is the access to setting the conditions and
filters associated with the breakpoint. We will cover using each of these options next.
Breaking Based on Conditions
Often, setting a simple breakpoint is not sufficient (or efficient). For instance, if you are
looking for a particular condition to be true in your code—a condition that seems to be

10
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causing an exception—then you would prefer to break based on that condition. This saves
the time of constantly breaking into a function only to examine a few data points and
determine that you have not hit your condition.
There are five types of conditions you can add to a breakpoint: Location, Condition, Hit
Count, Filter, and When Hit. You add a condition to a breakpoint from within the
Breakpoints window. Select a given breakpoint and then right-click. This brings up the
context menu for the given breakpoint. Figure 10.24 shows an example. You can see that
each condition is listed for the breakpoint. The following sections highlight the conditional options available for breakpoints.

FIGURE 10.24 Accessing breakpoint conditional features.
Setting a Breakpoint Condition A breakpoint condition allows you to break into the
debugger or perform an action (tracepoint) when a specific condition is either evaluated as
true or has changed. Often, you know that the bug you are working on occurs only based
on a very specific condition. Breakpoint conditions are the perfect answer for troubleshooting an intermittent bug.
To set a condition, you select the breakpoint on which you want to apply a condition. You
then choose the Condition option from the context (right-click) menu. This will bring up
the Breakpoint Condition dialog box, as shown in Figure 10.25. Notice that when setting
the condition, you have access to IntelliSense (you can invoke IntelliSense by either clicking a dot or pressing Ctrl+spacebar).
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FIGURE 10.25 Setting a breakpoint condition.
When you set a condition, you have two options: Is True and Has Changed. The Is True
option allows you to set a Boolean condition that, when evaluated to true, results in the
debugger’s breaking into the given line of code.
For an example, refer to the sample application. Suppose that you are notified of an error
that happens only for a specific customer. You might go to the Customer service class and
set a breakpoint inside the Get function. You might then add the Is True condition,
id=1234, to the breakpoint (where id is the parameter to the method). This will tell the
debugger not to stop on this line of code unless this condition is met. Figure 10.26 shows
this condition in the dialog box. It also presents the two options available for conditions.

FIGURE 10.26 The Breakpoint Condition dialog box.
The Has Changed option tells the debugger to break when the value of an expression
changes. The first pass through your code sets the value for the first evaluation. If the
value changes after that, the debugger will break on a given line. This capability can be
useful when you have fields or properties with initial values and you want to track when
those values are being changed. In addition, Has Changed can be useful in looping and
if...then scenarios in which you are interested in only whether the results of your code
changed a particular value.
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TIP
Your breakpoint information is persisted between debug sessions. That is, when you
close Visual Studio for the day, your breakpoints are still there when you return. This
validates the time you might spend setting some sophisticated debugging options.
They can remain in your application and be turned on and off as required.
Breaking on Location You can edit a breakpoint to break based on a specific location in a
file. Most breakpoints already work this way. That is, they automatically know the file, line
number, and character on which to break. However, there are times when you might want
to edit this information. For example, suppose your code is slightly out of synch with the
running build. You may need to edit your breakpoints to break on a different line of code.
Figure 10.27 shows an example of the File Breakpoint window as accessed from the
Location option on the breakpoint context menu. You might also use this feature to
quickly set a breakpoint on a specific line without searching your source code.

FIGURE 10.27 The File Breakpoint location dialog.
Setting a Breakpoint Filter Breakpoint filters allow you to specify a specific machine,
process, or thread on which you want to break. For instance, if your error condition seems
to happen only on a certain machine or within a certain process, you can debug this
condition specifically with a filter. Filters are most useful in complex debugging scenarios
in which your application is highly distributed.
To use this feature, you can specify the machine by name, the process by name or ID, or
the thread by name or ID. You can also specify combinations with & (and), || (or), and !
(not). This allows you to get to a specific thread on a specific process on a certain
machine. Figure 10.28 shows the dialog box in which you set breakpoint filters. In this
figure, the breakpoint is being configured to stop provided that the running process is the
development web server (WebDev.WebServer.EXE).
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FIGURE 10.28 The Breakpoint Filter dialog box.
Using a Hit Count with a Breakpoint Using the Hit Count command, you can tell the
debugger that you want to break when a given line of code is reached a number of times.
Typically, you can find a better condition than breaking based on Hit Count. However,
This feature is useful in those cases in which you can’t determine the actual condition but
know that when you pass through a function a certain number of times, something bad
happens. In addition, the Hit Count option might be more useful in tracepoint scenarios
in which you are emitting data about what is happening in your code. You might want to
write that data only periodically.
Figure 10.29 shows the Breakpoint Hit Count dialog box. Notice that this screenshot was
taken during an active debug session. You can add any of these conditions to breakpoints
during an active debug session. In addition, notice that the current hit count is set to one
(1). You have the option to click the Reset button and turn the hit count back to zero and
continue debugging from that point.
This dialog box also provides a few options for setting the actual hit count. In the dropdown list under When the Breakpoint Is Hit, the following options are available:
. Break Always (the default and does not invoke the hit count option)
. Break When the Hit Count Is Equal To
. Break When the Hit Count Is a Multiple Of
. Break When the Hit Count Is Greater Than or Equal To

TIP
You can combine all the breakpoint conditions we’ve discussed on a single breakpoint.
For example, you may add a condition and a filter to a given breakpoint. Doing so
allows you to create even more specific scenarios for debugging your application using
breakpoints.
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FIGURE 10.29 Setting a breakpoint hit count.

Working with Tracepoints (When Hit Option)
Tracepoints allow you to emit data to the Output window or run a Visual Studio macro
when a specific breakpoint is hit. You then have the option to break into the debugger (like
a regular breakpoint), process another condition, or just continue executing the application. This capability can be very useful if you want to keep a running log of what is happening as your application runs in debug mode. You can then review this log to get valuable
information about specific conditions and order of execution when an exception is thrown.
You can set tracepoints explicitly by right-clicking a line of code and choosing Insert
Tracepoint from the Breakpoint menu. In addition, selecting the When Hit command
from the context menu (see Figure 10.24) for a breakpoint in the Breakpoints window will
bring up a tracepoint dialog box, which is titled When Breakpoint Is Hit, as shown in
Figure 10.30.
The options available for the When Breakpoint Is Hit dialog box include printing a
message to the output window, running a macro, and continuing execution. You can
choose any combination of these options. The first, printing a message, allows you to
output data about your function. There are a number of keywords you can use to output
data, such as $FUNCTION for the function name and $CALLER for the name of the calling
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FIGURE 10.30 Setting a tracepoint.
The Continue execution option allows you to indicate whether this is a true tracepoint or
a breakpoint that contains a tracing action. If you choose to continue, you get only the
trace action (message and/or macro). If you indicate not to continue, you get the trace
action, plus the debugger stops on this line of code, just as with a regular breakpoint. This
is essentially applying a When Hit action to a standard breakpoint.
Finally, when you select the Run a Macro option, the dialog box gives you a list of all the
macros loaded in your environment for selection.
You can also combine tracepoint actions with conditions. When you do so, the action
fires only when the breakpoint condition is met.
As an example, we have set a tracepoint inside the web service Customers.Get() (see
Figure 10.30). This tracepoint prints a message to the output window when the line of
code is hit and simply continues executing the application. The message we intend to
print is as follows:
Function: $FUNCTION, Thread: $TID $TNAME, Id: {id}

This message will print the function name, the thread ID and name (if any), and the value
of the variable, id. Figure 10.31 shows two passes through the tracepoint output in the
Output window.

10

function. A list of keywords is shown in the instructional text within the dialog box in
Figure 10.28. You can also output your specific variable values. You do so by enclosing the
variable names in curly braces.
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FIGURE 10.31 The results of a tracepoint.

Viewing Data in the Debugger
After the debugger has thrown you into break mode, the next challenge is to filter all the
data your application is emitting. Getting to the right data will help you find problems
faster and fix them faster. Visual Studio tries to make the data available where you want it.
For example, DataTips show you variable values right in the code editor. There are many
similar examples in the way Visual Studio shows debugging data when and where you
need it. We will cover these and more throughout the following sections.
Watching Variables
A common activity in a debug session is to view the values associated with the many
types in your application. There are various windows available to help you here. The two
most obvious are the Locals and Autos windows.
Locals Window The Locals window shows all the variables and their values for the current
debug scope. This gives you a view of everything available in the current, executing
method. The variables in this window are set automatically by the debugger. They are
organized alphabetically in a list by name. In addition, hierarchy is also shown. For
example, if a given variable relates to object type, that object’s members are listed inside
the variable (as a tree-based structure).
Figure 10.32 shows an example of the Locals window. In it, you can see the sample
application paused inside the Customer.Get service method. Notice that the customer
variable (c) is expanded to show the various properties and fields associated with this
object. As values are set, the results are shown in the Value column.

TIP
You can edit a value in the Locals or Autos window. To do so, right-click the variable
and choose Edit Value from the context menu. You can then change the value of the
variable directly from within the window (similar to changing variable values using the
Immediate window).
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FIGURE 10.32 The Locals window.

The Autos Window Often, viewing all the locals provides too many options to sort
through. This can be true when there is just too much in scope in the given process or
function. To home in on the values associated with the line of code you are looking at,
you can use the Autos window. This window shows the value of all variables and expressions that are in the current executing line of code or in the preceding line of code. This
allows you to really focus on just the values you are currently debugging.
Figure 10.33 shows the Autos window for the same line of code as was shown in Figure
10.32. Notice the difference in what is shown. Also, notice that Visual Studio has even
added specific expressions that differ from the code to the watch list. For example, the call
to dt.Rows[0][“contact_via_email”] is shown as an item in the Autos window.
The Watch Windows The Visual Studio Watch windows allow you to set a custom list of
variables and expressions that you want to keep an eye on. In this way, you decide the
items in which you are interested. The Watch windows look and behave just like the
Locals and Autos windows. In addition, the items you place in Watch windows persist
from one debug session to another.
You access each Watch window from the Debug menu or toolbar. The four Watch
windows are named Watch 1, Watch 2, Watch 3, and Watch 4. Having four Watch
windows allows you to set up four custom lists of items you want to monitor. This
capability can be especially helpful if each custom list applies to a separate scope in
your application.
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FIGURE 10.33 The Autos window.
You add a variable or an expression to the Watch window from either the code editor or
the QuickWatch window. If you are in the code editor, you select a variable or highlight
an expression, right-click, and choose the Add Watch menu item. This will take the highlighted variable or expression and place it in the Watch window. You can also drag and
drop the highlighted item into a Watch window.
QuickWatch The QuickWatch window is very similar to the other Watch windows.
However, it allows you to focus on a single variable or expression. The QuickWatch
window has been used less often since DataTips were introduced in 2005. From the
QuickWatch window, you can write expressions and add them to the Watch window.
When writing your expression, you have access to IntelliSense. Figure 10.34 shows the
QuickWatch window.
The item you add to QuickWatch will be evaluated when you click the Reevaluate button.
Clicking the Add Watch button will send the variable to the Watch 1 window.
DataTips
DataTips allow you to highlight a variable or an expression in your code editor and get
watch information right there in the editor. This feature is more in tune with how developers work. For example, if you are looking at a line of code, you might highlight some-
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thing in that line to evaluate it. You could do this by creating a QuickWatch. However,
you can also simply hover over the item and its data will simply unfold in a DataTip.

10

FIGURE 10.34 The QuickWatch window.
Figure 10.35 provides an example. Here, the cursor is positioned over the variable
that is of type Customer. Clicking on the plus sign to expand this variable unfolds the
many members of the object. You can scroll through this list using the arrow at the
bottom of the window. You can also right-click any member in the list and edit its
value, copy it, or add it to the watch window. The magnifying glass icon next to the items
in the list allows you to select a specific visualizer for a given item (more on visualizers
shortly).
You can also select an expression and have it evaluated as a DataTip. For example, if you
select the portion of line 34 in Figure 10.35 that reads (bool)dt.Rows[0][“contact_via_
email”], a DataTip will show this variable and its value of true.

TIP
The DataTips window can often get in the way of viewing code. Sometimes, you need to
see the DataTips and the code underneath. In this case, holding the Control (Ctrl) key
will make the DataTips window transparent for as long as you press it.
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FIGURE 10.35 The DataTips window.

Visualizing Data
When you are looking at variable values, what you really want to get to is the data behind
the object. Sometimes this data is obscured by the object model itself. For example,
suppose you are looking for the data that is contained in a DataSet object. To find it, you
have to dig many layers deep in a watch window or a DataTip. You have to traverse the
inner workings of the object model just to get at something as basic as the data contained
by the object. If you’ve spent much time doing this, you know how frustrating it can be.
Visual Studio offers a quick, easy way to access the data contained in an object. It does so
through a tool called a visualizer. Visualizers are meant to present the object’s data in a
meaningful way.
A few visualizers ship with Visual Studio by default, including these:
. HTML—Shows a browser-like dialog box with the HTML interpreted as a user
might see it.
. XML—Shows the XML in a structured format.
. Text—Shows a string value in an easy-to-read format.
. DataSet—Shows the contents of the DataSet, DataView, and DataTable objects.
There is also a framework for writing and installing visualizers in Visual Studio. You can
write your own and plug them into the debugger. You can also download additional visu-
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You invoke a visualizer from one of the many places you view data values. This includes
watch windows and DataTips. Visualizers are represented by a magnifying glass icon. Refer
back to Figure 10.35 to see an example of launching a visualizer using this icon. Rather
than digging through the object hierarchy to get at the data, you can invoke the DataSet
visualizer right from a DataTip. Figure 10.36 shows the visualizer in action for the
customer DataSet object in the sample application.

FIGURE 10.36 The DataSet Visualizer.

Using the Edit and Continue Feature
Edit and Continue allows you to change code as you debug without killing your debug
session. You can make a modification to a line of code or even fix a bug and keep working
in break mode. Visual Basic developers who worked in versions prior to .NET should recall
this powerful tool. Its absence in .NET made it one of the most requested features. The
good news is that Edit and Continue was added in 2005 to both Visual Basic and C#. In
2008, this feature was also added to Visual C++.
There is no trick to invoking Edit and Continue. You simply make your code change
during a debug session and then keep running through your code with a Step command
or Continue.
The feature is turned on by default. If it is turned off, you can reenable it using the
Options dialog box available from the Tools menu.
Not all code changes you make are eligible for Edit and Continue. In fact, it should be
used only in minor fixes. Any major additions to your code should not be done in debug
mode just as a best practice. If your change is within the body of a method, it has a higher
likelihood of passing the Edit and Continue test. Most code changes outside the method

10

alizers and install them. The possibilities of visualizers are many—as many ways as there
are to structure and view data. A few ideas might be a tree-view visualizer that displays
hierarchical data or an image visualizer that shows image data structures.
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body require the debugger to restart. Some common changes that are not eligible for Edit
and Continue include these:
. Changing code on the current, active statement
. Changing code on any calls on the stack that lead to the current, active statement
. Adding new types, methods, fields, events, or properties
. Changing a method signature
For a more exhaustive list, search MSDN for “Edit and Continue.” From there, you can
link to the Edit and Continue documentation for your chosen language. You can then
select the link, titled “Supported Code Changes.” Here you can review the full list of
supported and unsupported changes for your chosen language.

Advanced Debugging Scenarios
Debugging can sometimes be a complex process. We’ve looked at many of the straightforward scenarios presented by Windows and Web applications. However, debugging remote
processes and multithreaded applications, for example, present their own needs in terms
of configuration and tools. This section presents a few of the more common, advanced
debugging scenarios you will encounter.

Remote Debugging
Remote debugging allows you to connect to a running application on another machine or
domain and debug that application in its environment. This is often the only way to
experience errors that are occurring on specific hardware. We’ve all heard the developer’s
cry, “Works on my machine.” Remote debugging helps those developers figure out why
their application doesn’t work in other environments.
In various scenarios, remote debugging makes a lot of sense. They include debugging
SQL server–stored procedures, web services, web applications, remote services or
processes, and so on.
The hardest part about doing remote debugging is getting it set up properly. The actual
debugging is no different from the debugging we’ve discussed thus far. However, the setup
requires you to jump through a lot of hoops in terms of installation and security. These
hoops are necessary because you do not, by default, want developers to easily connect
debug sessions to applications on your servers.
There is some good news. Visual Studio tries to minimize and simplify the setup and
configuration of remote debugging. Microsoft has written the Remote Debugging Monitor
(msvsmon.exe) for this purpose. However, developers will still find the setup tasks somewhat arduous (but rewarding when finished). We will not cover the setup in great detail
here because it is often environment-specific. We suggest querying MSDN for “Remote
Debugging” to get the full walk-through and troubleshooting advice for your specific
situation.
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We do offer the following, however, as a set of high-level tasks that you will need to
complete to get remote debugging working:

2. Configure remote debugging permissions. Typically, this means one of two things.
You can set up identical accounts (username and password) on both machines
(debugging and server). The debugging account may be local or a domain account.
However, the server account should be a local account. Alternatively, you can give
your user account administrative access to the machine being debugged. This is
often a security risk that should not be taken lightly.
3. Run the remote debugging monitor on the remote machine. This is a Windows application (with a GUI). You can also set the monitor to run as a Windows service. This
capability can be useful for specific server scenarios and ASP.NET remote debugging.
4. If your debug machine is running XP with SP2, you will have to configure your security policy and firewall for remote debugging (see the MSDN documentation “How
to: Set Up Remote Debugging”). If you are running Windows Vista, you may have to
elevate privileges when running Visual Studio (run as Administrator).
5. Run Visual Studio on your debug machine as you would to debug any process. Open
the project that contains the source for the process you want to debug.
6. Attach to the running process on the remote machine using Attach to Process. You
will have to browse to the machine you want to debug and find the process running
on that machine.
As you can see, getting remote debugging set up can be a challenge. However, if you have
a test environment that you typically debug, the setup should be a one-time operation.
From there, you should be able to debug in a more realistic environment as well as walk
through SQL stored procedures.

Debugging WCF Services
For the most part, you debug a web service (or Windows Communication Foundation
service) using the same tools and techniques we’ve discussed to this point. The key to
debugging services is properly attaching to them. There are basically two options for this.
The first option is to step into a service directly from within code you are debugging (a
client calling a service). The second option is to attach to a service that has already been
called by a client. Let’s look at these options.
Stepping Into a WCF Service
You can step directly into a WCF service provided that your calling code (or client) has a
two-way contract with the service. This is called a Duplex Contract. Such a contract allows
the client and the service to communicate with one another. Each can initiate calls. This is
useful when your server needs to call back to the client or raise events on the client. You
use the ServiceContractAttribute to set this up (see Chapter 19, “Service-Oriented
Applications,” for more information).

10

1. Install the remote debugging monitor (msvsmon.exe) on the remote machine being
debugged. You install it using the setup application, rdbsetup.exe. You can also run
it from a file share.
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Your client must also be synchronous for this to work. That is, the client cannot make a
call to the WCF service asynchronously and then begin doing something else. Instead, it
must call and wait.
Attaching to a WCF Service
You can use the Attach to Process option (covered earlier) to debug both WCF and Web
Services (.asmx). In these cases, the service is already running typically in a process outside
of your current debug environment. To attach and debug to this process, you must make
sure you have the code for the service loaded inside of Visual Studio. Next, the service
process must be hosted by IIS or the ASP.NET Development Server. Finally, the service
must have been invoked by a WCF-based client to gain access to its execution.

Debugging Multithreaded Applications
A multithreaded application is one in which more than a single thread is running in a
given process. By default, each process that runs your application has at least one thread
of execution. You might create multiple threads to do parallel processing. This can significantly improve performance, especially when run on today’s multicore processors and
hyperthreading technology. However, multithreading comes at a cost. The code can be
more complex to write and more difficult to debug. If you’ve ever written a multithreaded
application, you already know this.
Fortunately, Visual Studio provides a few tools that make the job a bit easier. We will not
cover coding a multithreaded application here; rather, we will cover the debug options
available to you for debugging one. The following lists these tools and features:
. Ability to view threads in your source during a debug session
. The Debug Location toolbar used to view processes, threads, and flagged threads
. The Thread window used to work with a list of threads in your application
. Breakpoint filters that allow you to set a breakpoint for an individual thread
Let’s look at each of these features in more detail.
Discovering and Flagging Threads
Visual Studio allows you to visualize the threads in your application in debug mode.
When you are stopped on a breakpoint, your application is paused and you are debugging
the active thread. At this time, the other threads in your application are still there.
However, they may not be visible. To see them in the debug menu, you can use the Show
Threads in Source option from the Debug menu, as shown in Figure 10.37.

FIGURE 10.37 Show/hide threads in source option.
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FIGURE 10.38 A thread highlighted in the indicator margin.
Notice the graphic on the left of line 29. This indicates that a thread exists at this location
in your source code. Hovering over this indicator shows the thread (or threads) that are
referenced by the indicator. Each thread is shown by its ID number (in brackets) and name
(if any). Figure 10.39 shows an example.

FIGURE 10.39 Hovering over a thread indicator.

TIP
Naming threads can help you better identify them when debugging. To name a thread, you
use the Threading namespace. Specifically, call the Name property of the Thread class.

Now that you’ve found a thread, you might want to flag it for further monitoring. This
simply helps group it with the threads you want to monitor versus those you do not care
about. You can flag a thread right from the indicator margin. To do so, right-click the indicator and choose the Flag option on the context menu. Figure 10.40 shows an example.

FIGURE 10.40 Flagging a thread.

You can unflag threads the same way. You can also flag threads directly in the Thread
window. Flagged threads provide special grouping in both the Thread window and the
Debug Location toolbar. We will cover these features next.

10

Selecting this option will highlight other threads that exist in your code. These lines of
code are highlighted for you in the indicator margin (or gutter) of the code window
during a debug session. The icon used to highlight these items looks like two wavy lines
(or cloth threads). Figure 10.38 shows an example.
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Managing Debug Processes and Threads
You can switch between the processes you are debugging and the threads within those
processes by using the Debug Location toolbar. This toolbar is shown in Figure 10.41. On
the left is the Process list. Here you can select a process to view details about that process,
including executing threads. Many multithreaded applications are run within a single
process, however.

FIGURE 10.41 The Debug Location toolbar.
The Thread list on the toolbar shows a list of threads for the selected process. This list is
highlighted in Figure 10.41. Notice that threads are shown with their ID, name, and flag
indicator. You can select a thread in this list to jump to source code associated with the
thread. If no source code is associated with a selected thread, the thread name will be
shown as red when selected. You can filter this list to show only flagged threads by
toggling the second button to the right of the Thread list (shown with two flags). The first
button to the right simply flags (or unflags) the current, active thread. Finally, the list on
the right shows the call stack. The active stack frame in the call stack is what gets shown in
the debug windows (watch, local, autos, and so on).
You can also manage threads from within the Threads window (Debug menu, Windows,
Threads). Here you will see all threads listed for a given process. Figure 10.42 shows an
example. Notice that the left of the list shows flagged threads. Here we have flagged the
two threads in a sample application. Notice also that these threads are named. This allows
for easy recognition in the Name column.

FIGURE 10.42 The Threads window.
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Breaking Based on a Specific Thread
You can also decide to break on a line of code based on the calling thread. To do so, set a
breakpoint and choose a breakpoint filter (covered earlier). Figure 10.43 shows an
example. You can choose to break based on the thread ID or its name. In this case, the
breakpoint will be hit based on the latter option. Of course, this requires that you give the
thread a name within your code.

FIGURE 10.43 Setting a breakpoint filter based on a thread.

Debugging a Client-Side Script
Visual Studio lets you debug your client-side VBScript and JScript. To do so, you must
enable script debugging in the browser. This can be done using the menu, via Tools,
Internet Options, inside Internet Explorer. From the Internet Options dialog, select the
Advanced tab and then navigate to the Browsing category. Figure 10.44 shows an
example. Here you will want to uncheck the box Disable Script Debugging (checked by
default).
Next, set breakpoints inside your .aspx or .html files within your <script> blocks. You
can then stop on these lines and debug them with Visual Studio. There are some limitations, however. If you are having trouble, review “Limitations on Script Debugging” in the
MSDN documentation.

10

There are several options available from the Threads window. They are shown in the
context menu in Figure 10.42. Notice the option Switch to Thread. This allows you to
switch the active thread being debugged. The active thread is shown with a yellow arrow
in the thread list (to the right of the flag). Switching active threads will change the debug
context and content in the debug windows. You can also Freeze (or pause) threads using
this context menu. This is equivalent to suspending a thread.
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FIGURE 10.44 Enable script debugging in Internet Explorer.

Summary
This chapter presented the Visual Studio 2008 debugger. We covered setting breakpoints in
code as well as setting conditions for when those breakpoints are hit. We discussed stepping through code after hitting that breakpoint. In addition, we presented tracepoints,
which perform an action (such as printing a message to the output window) when a line
of code is hit in the debugger. The chapter also examined the many ways you can see the
data presented by the debugger, including the watch windows, visualizers, and DataTips.
Finally, we covered advanced debugging scenarios presented by remote processes, web
services, multithreaded applications, and client-side script.
The Visual Studio 2008 debugger is sure to speed your overall development effort. This is a
key skill to have. Honing your skills with the debugging tools is yet another way to unlock
additional productivity.

